Abstract: Multiple tags collision problem severely degrade the identification efficiency of an RFID system. As a mainstream RFID anti-collision algorithm, deterministic tree-based algorithm can guarantee that the reader correctly identify the tags within its coverage range. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the existing tree-based algorithms, a Q-ary search (QAS) algorithm with tag ID bit encoding mechanism is proposed. The QAS algorithm introduced bit encoding mechanism of tags' ID by which the multi-bit collision arbitration can be implemented by the reader. Benefiting from the encoding mechanism, the collision slots is reduced, and the identification efficiency is improved. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the QAS algorithm reduces the time complexity and communication overhead during the identification process and achieves the good performance compare to the references methods.
The tree algorithm can be roughly divided into query tree algorithm (QT) [6] [7] , binary search algorithm (BS) and tree separation algorithm (TS) [8] [9] [10] . Compared with the ALOHA algorithm, the tree algorithm does not have the "tag hunger" problem, but when the tag recognition code is long, there will be a large number of collision slots.
In this paper, in view of the shortcomings of the existing tree-based algorithm, a M-ary anti-collision algorithm is proposed by introducing the bit encoding mechanism of tags' ID. Through the introduction of bit encoding mechanism of tags' ID, the algorithm can achieve multi-bit collision arbitration, which greatly reduces the number of collision slots in the recognition process, and effectively improves the recognition efficiency of RFID system.
The Preliminaries
In traditional tree-based algorithm, no matter whether there is collision in the tree node, the algorithm protocol will traverse the entire binary tree, which results in the low efficiency of the traditional tree-based algorithm. To this end, researchers have proposed a series of improved tree-based algorithms.
A collision tree algorithm (CT) is proposed [11] , which can effectively eliminate idle time slot generated by reader query process, thereby improving the performance of binary search algorithm, and the system throughput is maintained at around 50%. In another paper, an identification anti-collision algorithm (IACA) based on continuous collision location recognition is proposed in the literature [12] . By detecting whether there is continuous collision in high position, the algorithm can assign four, 00, 01, 10 and 11 of tag collision information separately. The algorithm effectively reduces the number of collisions when the tag is large, thus improving the efficiency of system recognition. However, if the continuous collision bit is caused by less tag collisions, the system produces too many idle time slots, resulting in a decline in performance. Based on adaptive M-ary search algorithm (AMS) [13] , an improved adaptive M-ary search algorithm (IAMS) is proposed by optimizing the query prefix of reader. The algorithm eliminates idle time slot in AMS algorithm, and further improves the efficiency of system recognition. The system throughput can be increased to about 60%. However, due to the AMS algorithm and IAMS algorithm with M-ary splitting is based on collision factor depends on the value of the number of tags collision factor and actual reaction cannot accurately, so a lot of time, this algorithm is not as expected by four hexadecimal split to reduce collision slots, which leads to the decline in performance.
In the algorithm, this paper proposes a multi tag ID bit encoding mechanism based on Q-ary search algorithm (QAS), the algorithm through the ID tag encoding mechanism can effectively eliminate idle time, reduce the number of collision, so as to improve the recognition efficiency of the RFID system.
QAS Algorithm
In the QAS algorithm, we use the bit coding mechanism to implement multi bit arbitration, thus improving the speed of the reader and reducing the number of collisions.
The data before the code is a k bit data string S=bk-1bk-2... b0, where bi represents binary values 0 or 1. The encoded data is a data string with a length of Q=2k bits: S1=dQ-1dQ-2..d0, where di represents binary values, and in the data string Q bits have 1 bit for1, and the rest are 0.
The encoded data contain only one 1, the advantage of this is that, when the reader receives the data after encoding can detect collision information tags accurately, without additional custom commands and the introduction of idle time, it will to further improve the efficiency of system identification.
Considering the difference of data transmission in single time slot in different algorithms, we analyze the performance of QAS algorithm through three indexes, such as time slot number, throughput and energy efficiency. It is assumed that there are n ID lengths of m=8 to be identified in the system. A standard equivalent slots includes a query command segment and a tag complete ID data, then the equivalent time slots required by the algorithm can be calculated as:
Among them, T total is the number of query cycles needed for the whole recognition process, Li is the amount of data transmitted by I query, and L cmd is the amount of transmission data occupied by query command. When the initialization query is considered, the continuous collision bit length of the tag is k, and the search depth required for the entire identification process is 11 2
can be analyzed that the entire query tree contains 1 root nodes, Nj represents the number of nodes that are included in the search depth of J, j col P represents the probability that a single node has a collision in the search depth of J. The root node for j=0 is always able to be queried. For other nodes outside the root node, the premise that can be queried is that its parent node produces collisions. We define the probability that P (i,j) has I sub nodes in a single node in the search depth j, then we can get: 
Through the above analysis, we conclude that the throughput rate of the system is:
In order to better evaluate the recognition performance of the algorithm, we define the energy efficiency index to measure the energy consumption of the algorithm:
.
. . Q is the number of queries for readers, S is the number of successful slots, and R is the total number of tag responses. eq, es and er correspond to the corresponding energy consumption, respectively, and eu is the unit energy consumption.
Simulation Analysis
We verified the performance of QAS algorithm through experimental simulation, taking into account 3 indexes: the number of equivalent slots, the average recognition cycle and energy efficiency. In simulation, we randomly generate 5-500 tags with ID length of 16bit, and simulate the recognition process of CT algorithm, IAMS algorithm, IAC algorithm and QAS algorithm based on the above 3 indexes. Figure 2 shows the average number of query cycles required for a different algorithm to complete a single tag recognition, and the total number of tags varies between 5-500. It can be seen from the graph that the QAS algorithm for identifying single tags needs only 1.5 rounds of query cycles on average, while IACA, CT and IAMS require 3, 1.8 and 1.65 rounds of query cycles respectively.
Although the QAS algorithm uses the encoded data of tag ID, and the data of tag response is divided into 2 parts, it has little influence on the communication complexity of the whole system. As you can see from Figure 3 , the QAS algorithm has the highest energy efficiency, in other words, identifying the same number of tags, the QAS algorithm will consume less energy. The energy efficiency of the QAS algorithm remains above 0.22, which is higher than the IACA, CT, and IAMS algorithms, 65%, 6% and 14%. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a Q-ary search (QAS) algorithm is proposed.. In the QAS algorithm, the tag ID encoding mechanism is introduced. Through this mechanism, the reader can implement multi bit collision arbitration for tags, avoiding the generation of idle time slot and reducing the number of collision slots, thus improving the recognition efficiency of the system. At the same time, in the design of the algorithm, the problem of information transmission and energy consumption is fully considered. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated by the three indexes of the equivalent slot number, the number of average query cycles and the energy efficiency. The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that QAS algorithm reduces the time complexity and communication overhead during the identification process, and has good performance under the condition of large number of tags.
